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A former official of the Asian Football Confederation has said Qatar should hold the 2022 

World Cup during its winter months. Peter Velappan warned that it could be so hot in June or 

July that some European countries might not attend. Alex Capstick reports. 

Qatar won the right to host the World Cup in 2022 despite its scorching temperatures, which 

often exceed 40 degrees Celsius.  

The super-rich Gulf state promised to install solar-powered cooling systems in the stadiums, 

and fan zones. But Peter Velappan, who led the development of Asian football for three 

decades, until he left the AFC in 2006, has suggested a different solution.  

He said no one would want play in those conditions and has strongly recommended that Fifa 

reschedule the tournament for January or February.  

Germany's former captain and coach, Franz Beckenbauer, a member of Fifa's executive 

committee, has made a similar proposal. But Mike Lee, who worked as a consultant on 

Qatar's bid campaign, insisted moving the event from its traditional place in the calendar was 

never a consideration, and Qatar has the means to make it a comfortable experience for 

players and supporters.  

Changing the dates of the World Cup would be complicated. It would disrupt the European 

league seasons, and calls to shift the tournament to earlier in the year would be resisted by 

Fifa. It's a debate which is likely to run for the next 12 years.  

Alex Capstick, BBC News  
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Vocabulary and definitions 

 

scorching very hot or sweltering 

solar-powered operated using light from the sun  

tournament competition involving teams who play each other in sport 

or a game 

Fifa's Executive Committee group of people in charge of Fifa 

bid campaign an attempt to persuade people you can organise or manage 

a large event, e.g. the World Cup 

a consideration something you need to think about carefully before you 

make a decision 

the means the money and resources  

disrupt interrupt or prevent from continuing normally 

shift move 

likely to run expected to continue 

 

More on this story: http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/9271449.stm  
 
Read and listen to the story and the vocabulary online: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/language/wordsinthenews/2010/12/101210_witn_qatar_football_page.shtml  
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